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ABSTRACT. A com p a rison of pola r ice (several years old ) w ith biennia l ice (be tween one and two yea rs 
o ld ) was made in the fi e ld a t lat. 79°N. , long . I04°W. Vertical cores were extracted from the ice cover 
a nd sect ioned. T heir u lt imate tensile streng ths were measured by the ring-tensile m ethod . Supporting 
measurements were made of the sa lini ty, d ensity, and crysta l struc ture of the ice . T ensile strength values 
averaged 6 per cen t h igher for the pola r ice a nd 2 1 per cen t higher for the bienn ia l ice than compa ra ble 
resul ts fo r a nnual sea ice. A few hori zonta l co res of bienni a l ice were ana lysed sim ila r ly with inconclusive 
resul ts. 

R Es UME. O n a compare sur le terra in (79°N , 104°W) la g la ce pola ire data n t d e p lusieurs annees e t 
la g lace ayant entre une e t deux annees d 'ilge . Des temoins ve rti caux de g lace ont ete cx tra its d e la 
cou verlure et sect ionnes. L eur resista nce a la rupture a e te m esuree par la methode d u " ri ng-tensile" . 
O n a fa it des mesures complementaires d e sa lin ite, densite et struc ture crista llog raphiq ue de la g lace . L es 
resu ltats de la resista nce a la tension son t en moyenne de 6% p lus eleves pour la g la ce pola ire et de 2 10/0 
plus e leves pour la g lace a gee de 2 ans q ue ceux ob tenus pour la g lace de mer a n nuell c. O n a ob tenu a ussi 
quelq ues temoi ns hori zon taux de gla ce datan t de deux a ns; les rCsultats d 'a na lyses sembla blcs ne se sont 
pas )"eveies conciua n ts. 

Z USAMM ENFASSUNG. I n del' Ark tis wu rde a uf 79° n. Br. unci 1040 w. L. eine V erg leichsun tersuchung 
zwischen Pola reis (mehrere J ahre a lt) unci zweija hrigem E is ( 1- 2 J a hre a ll) vorgenom m cn . 

V ertika lc Eiskcrne wu rdcn a us cle r E isd eckc geboh rt unci in Schcibcn ze rschn itten. I h re max im a le 
Z ugfes tigkeit wurcle clurch cl ie Ri ngtensionsm ethocle gcmessen . Zusii tzli ch wurcle d er Sa lzgeha lt, cl ie Di chte 
unci di e K ristallstruktur bestimm t. V erglichen mit R esulta tcn von e injah r igem M eer-E is lagcn d ie Z ug
festig ke itswerte im Durchschn itt fur Pola re is urn 6° o unci fur zweij a hriges urn 2 1 % ho her . Ei n igc hor izontal 
ausgeboh rte Eiskerne d es zweijahr igen E ises wurden auf ahn lich e Weise ana lys i .. rt , j ed och ohne b~m crkens
werte Ergebn isse. 

I . I NT RODU CTION 

The wo rk to be d escri bed was carried out between mid-April and mid-May 1962 when 
the M cGill I ce R esearch Proj ect fi elded a n expedition in the vicinity of Isachsen, E ll ef 
Ringnes I sla nd , .W.T. Five members of the Proj ect participated , a nd logistic support 
was received from the R oyal Canadia n A ir Force and the Pola r Continenta l Shelf Proj ec t 
of the D epa r tment of M ines and T echnical Surveys. 

According to limi ted records ava ilab le from the m eteoro logical observers a t Isachsen , 
there was reason to expect a better tha n even probability of finding sea ice of va rious ages, 
i. c . young sea ice to old pack ice, in the im mediate area. This would have a fforded the oppor
tunity of obtaining a nd comparing measurements of som e of the properties of sea ice as a 
function of its age. U nfortunately, it was found tha t the bay had not cleared the previous 
summer. The ice sheet, form ed in the win ter of [960- 6 [ was very much in evidence a nd no 
new or a nnual ice could be located . An a ir survey did reveal some large pola r fl oes, the 
closest being within wha t was considered to be a safe operating distance for a single J -5 
vehicle, the only ground transport at our disposal. 

A t rail was marked leading over the extensive a nd r ela tively fl a t sheet of biennia l ice 
and a camp was established near the ed ge of a polar ice fl oe, about a hundred yards beyond 
the sheet of biennial ice . T he biennia l ice was a lmost free of p ressure ridges and compara tively 
easy to traverse. Its thickness was la ter found to be a bout 2·8 to 3 ' 0 m . The pola r ice was 
well-weathered, its surface covered with gently rounded hummocks of height about I m. , 
spaced a t interva ls of a bout 30 m . The th ickness of the level sections of the pola r ice was 
about 3' 5 m . The snow cover was heavy in the vicinity of the cam p site , varying between 
50 a nd 100 cm . in depth . T wo wannegans were haulecl to the site to serve as living and wo rk ing 
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quarters, and a tent was used for additional sleeping quarters. It is estimated that the camp 
was situated at lat. 78°42'N., long. [04°o6'W. 

The observations made were therefore limited to biennial ice of age slightly less than 
two years and older pack ice of undetermined age. They consisted principally of measurements 
of elastic parameters, which are reported elsewhere (Pounder and Langleben, [964), 
and of ultimate tensile strength of sections of vertical cores extracted from the ice sheets. 
In addition, supporting measurements of salinity, temperature and density were made. 

The thickness of the biennial ice and the manpower and equipment situation were such 
as to permit extraction of horizontal cores. A pi t large enough to operate the coring auger 
in a horizontal attitude was excavated. Its dimensions were roughly [·5 m. long by 60 cm. 
wide by 1 m. deep. It proved difficult to core horizontally, a lot of thc ice coming out as 
fragments too short to be of use. Nevertheless, sufficient coring was done at two levels 
(67 and 86 cm. below the ice surface) to produce about forty samples suitable for strength 
test measurements. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The ultimate strength was determined using the ring tensile test. The theory of this method 
of finding the ultimate tensile strength is discussed by Ripperger and Davids ( [947) ; the 
experimental detail as applied to ice is described by Butkovich (1958), Assur ( [ 958) , Langleben 
( [ 959), and Graystone and Langleben (1963) . Its application to ice mechanics originates 
with the introduction of the SIPRE coring auger. This most convenient tool for extracting 
ice from the ice sheet has become very widely adopted. 

All the equipment used in this study was similar to that described by Graystone and 
Langleben ( [ 963) . The sample preparation and testing proceeded in the following manner. 
A 3-in. (7 · 6-cm.) diameter core was extracted from the ice sheet. It was sectioned into 
samples of very nearly 3-in. length and a hole of diameter o· 5 in. (1 ·27 cm. ) was drilled 
along the axis of each sample. The sample was placed in a screw-jack type of press with its 
axis horizontal and the direction of load application was perpendicular to the axis of the 
sample. Upon breakage, the fragments of the sample (usually in the form of two half
cylinders) were put into a sealed container and set aside for subsequent determination of 
salinity by titration. 

3. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

The prediction (Anderson, 1958; Assur, 1958) that the tensile strength of sea ice varies 
with the square root of its brine content as a fraction of the total volume has been verified 
by Assur ( [958) , Weeks (1962) and Graystone and Langleben ( [963). As yet, there is no 
agreement on values of tensile strength nor on its rate of decrease with increasing brine 
content. The results of the present study on biennial and polar sea ice are therefore compared 
with those of Graystone and Langleben ( [ 963) on annual ice, since the equipment used 
and the methods of measurement and analysis were virtually identical in both cases. 

Vertical cores 

Eighty-seven samples of biennial ice and 132 of polar ice, all from vertical cores, were 
tested. Distinguishing between biennial and polar ice, the data on ultimate tensile strength 
were listed against the square root of the brine content of the samples in increasing order of 
brine content v. Averages of vt and of tensile strength Gm were taken in intervals of 0·0 [ 
in v~. The results are shown in the first three columns of Table I, Parts A and B. 

As seen from Table I, the brine contents did not quite attain [% (vt < 0·1 ) whereas 
the data analysed by Graystone and Langleben (1963) included brine contents of up to 
10% by volume. The low brine contents are attributed partly to low salinities (less than 
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[%0 as compared to about 5%0 for annual ice) a nd partly to a relatively narrow range of 
ice sample tempera tures (- [ 0 ° C . to - [5 ° C. ), sufficiently fa r removed from the freezing 
point so that varia tion of brine content wi th temperature is sm all. 

On the basis of the small ra nge of brine content i t would be unrealistic to draw inferences 
a bout the dependence of tensile strength on brine content for the biennial and polar ice. 

TA BLE I. THE AVERAGE MEASURED T ENSILE STRENGTH am FOR n SAMPL ES OF AVERAGE B RINE CONTENT BY 

FRACTION OF VOLUME v COMPARED WITH aa, THE CALCULATED STRENGTH FOR ANNUAL I CE OF THE SAME 

B RINE CONTENT 

n v! am a" (Um - Ua )/Oa, 
kg. cm.-2 kg. c m .-2 per cen t 

Part A: Biennial Ice 
0 ' 0370 31' I 27 ' 0 15' 1 

11 0'0468 31 '0 26 ' 5 16'9 
43 0 ' 0545 32' I 26' 1 23'0 
16 0' 0651 31 '4 25' 5 23' I 
10 0 '0749 30' I 25 ' 0 20'4 

87 Tota l Weighted aver age percentage d iffer en ce = 2 I 

Pari B: Polar 1.ce 

3 0' 0258 26'2 27'6 5'0 
5 0'0362 25'4 27' I 6'2 
9 0'0461 24'3 26 ' 5 8'3 

20 0'0554 24'7 26 '0 5'0 
46 0' 0655 28'2 25' 5 10,6 
33 0'0739 29'0 25'0 16'0 
10 0 ' 0854 25 ' 3 24'4 3 ' 7 
6 0 ' 0953 21 '9 23'9 - 8'7 

132 T otal Weight ed aver age p ercentage d i ffer ence = 6 

Pari C: Polar ,ice subjected to stress during coring 

3 0'0453 22,6 26 ' 5 - 14 '7 
7 0'0546 20'3 26' I - 22' 1 
8 0' 0646 20' I 25 ' 6 - 21'5 
6 0'0727 21 '9 25 ' I - 12'8 
5 0 ' 0862 22'8 24'4 - 6,6 
4 0'0977 20'2 23 ' 8 - 16'0 

33 Total Wei g h ted aver age p ercentage d i Ae r ence = 16 

R a ther more significant is a comparison of these strengths with those for annua l sea ice of 
the same br ine con tent and a lso with each other. A comparison is m ade in columns 4 and 5 
of T able I, Pa r ts A and B, where Ga is the tensile strength va lue for annual ice taken from the 
paper of G rays tone and Langleben ( [ 963) , It would appear tha t the tensile strengths of 
biennia l ice and pola r ice a re respectively about 2 [ per cent a nd 6 per cent greater on the 
average than tha t of annual sea ice. 

T here is no a priori reason to expect that the strengths would be a like. In fact, one wo uld 
a nticipa te a progressive change occurring because of seasona l brine seepage a nd possibly 
subsequent recrys ta llization . This could lead to an increase in strength from year to year 
as the ice aged or to a levelling off in strength a fter one year if the seepage of brine becomes 
negligible a fter the first summer, The strength of pola r ice should be equa l to or greater than 
that of biennia l ice. T he results of Table I show the opposite effect, the strength of the 
biennia l ice exceeding that of the polar ice by a bout ' 5 per cent. It is diffic ul t to explain 
this anomaly. Both types of ice revealed a similar sort of crystal structure, had d ensities 
comparable to within less tha n [ per cent and indisti nguishable elastic constan ts (Pounder 
a nd Langleben , ' 964) . 
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Horizontal cores 

Operating from within the pit excavated in the biennial ice sheet, a few horizontal 
cores were extracted at depths of 67 and 86 cm. From these it was possible to prepare for 
each depth about 20 samples suitable for strength tests. The results are shown in the top 
two rows of Table n. The average strength at each level is almost alike in the two cases and, 
considering the large standard deviations, the difference is insignificant. 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF STRENGTH OF SAMPLES FROM HORIZONTAL CORES AND VERTICAL CORES 

Number oj Standard 
D epth samples am deviation 

cm. kg. cm.- 2 kg . cm.- 2 

Biennial-horizontal 67 22 35'8 7. 6 
Biennial-horizontal 86 19 34. 6 7'5 
Bienni?.I-vertical 67- 86 18 33'9 4 ' 7 
Polar-vertical 67- 86 18 3° ' 7 4. 8 

The results for samples from the horizontal cores are compared in Table II with results 
of samples from vertical cores, using for the latter only those samples whose centres of mass 
were at a depth of between 67 and 86 cm. Comparing biennial horizontal with biennial 
vertical , it appears that the strength of the former is slightly greater (about 4 per cent) 
but again the small difference may not be statistically significant. The standard deviation 
is, however, considerably smaller for the vertica l biennial indicating less scatter about the 
mean than for the horizontal biennial. The last row of Table II , relating to polar ice samples 
from vertical cores, further illustrates that smaller standard deviations are associated with 
samples from vertical cores than for those from horizontal cores. The actual distributions of 
strength values relating to the data of Table II are shown in Figure I as histograms of 
frequency of occurrence of a given deviation from the average or mean strength. It is seen 
that the histograms associated with vertical cores tend to tail off whereas those pertaining 
to horizontal cores may very well be flat if the number of samples is large enough. 

The data may be explained with reference to the sketches of Figure 2. Sketch (a ) shows 
a typical cross-section of a sample from a vertical core which consists of long vertical fi lamen ts 
or crystals of ice. The load applied in testing develops tension at the top and bottom of the 
central hole and the cylinder fails at intercrystalline boundaries. For samples from horizontal 
cores, the load may be applied at a random angle a to the vertical axis in the ice, depending 
on how the samples are placed in the press. Sketch (b ) shows a section through a horizontal 
core sample oriented in the press so that a = o. Again failure would be at an intercrystalline 
boundary and, apart from statistical fluctuations, tests on samples (a ) and (b) should yield 
the same results. Sketch (c) is of a horizontal sample oriented at a random angle a. Failure 
here may occur along a slanting intercrystalline boundary or by shear of a single ice crystal 
at the points of maximum stress. The observed strength would be expected to be higher in 
this case and to be a function of a with a maximum at a = 90°. Unfortunately the vertical 
direction was not marked on the horizontal cores so that the a-dependence could not be 
verified. 

Cores stressed during coring operation 
The coring auger taken on the expedition turned out to be defective. (Fortunately the 

Polar Continental Shelf Project was able to provide another coring auger. The latter was 
used for the major part of the work, which has already been described. ) On examination 
of the defective auger, it was found that the inside of the cutting head had worn to such an 
extent that the diameter of the ice core produced was approaching in size the diameter of 
the entrance to the barrel of the corer. Several days were wasted attempting to improve 
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Fig. I. Distribution oJ ultimate strength measurements at selected dejlths. The two lower histograms rifer to horizontal cores 
in biennial ice at depths oJ 67 cm. in the left hand diagram and oJ 86 cm. in the right hand diagram. The up/m histograms 
give comJlarable distributions Jar vertical cores Jrom biennial (left ) and polar ice (right ) 
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Fig. 2. Structure oJ (a) vertical and (b) and (c ) horizontal ice cores and the stresses develoJled in a ,'ing -lensile test 
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its per formance. The ice core was being subj ected to torsion a bout its axis, the resultant 
strains frequently exceeding the elas tic limit of the ice. The cor e consisted of sm a ll fragments, 
mostly of a bout 5 cm. lengths but occasionally running up to a bout 20 cm. Where fracture 
did not take place during coring, frequent cracks were evident as p lanes a lmost perpendicular 
to the axis of the core. 

Theoretically, the effect of these cracks on the strength as determined by the ring test 
shou ld be negligible. T h eory does not distinguish between say a single 6-cm. long sample 
or three 2-cm. long samples in contact. Practicall y it turns out that torsiona l stresses applied 
to the ice during coring exert a significant effect on the ring-tensile strength val ues. Part C 
of Table I shows such data for 33 samples of polar ice. The strength values are found to be 
consistently lower than for annual ice, on t he average a bout 16 per cent lower. The strength 
of the " normal" polar ice samples was, on the other hand, about 6 per cent greater than that 
of annual ice. There is thus a difference of about 22 per cent in the streng th of stressed as 
opposed to unstressed polar ice. 

It is disturbing to find that the coring auger can influence the resu lts to such an extent. 
The case reported here is perhaps extreme, bu t the question arises as to w heth er an ice core 
completely free of strains can ever be extracted. The notion that the spread of values of 
r ing-tensil e strength of sea ice reported by various investigators may be related to the state 
of the coring auger used bears considera tion. 
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